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Greetings:

It is with great pleasure to be sharing with you today a unique and highly sophisticated platform solely dedicated for owners of many
of the finest luxury properties, yachts and aircraft in the world, valued from $5,000,000.00 to over $100,000,000.00.

For high net worth individuals and successful companies who own qualifying assets, our firm can provide an immediate and full value
exit strategy which is unattainable through traditional marketing channels. If you are serious about moving on from your current
assets today or in the very near future and are open to exchanging an asset which you no longer desire to own for equal value in the
same asset category or via exchange for a different asset class entirely, we can offer you a discreet path to acquire exceptional holdings
across multiple asset classes of interest. If you currently own a signature asset and are open to divesting of the property via permanent
asset exchange, we can introduce you to immediate value matches located in some of the finest destinations around the globe. A
qualified client will have access to a private and completely confidential platform to assist them with a cash conversion exchange
of their asset should they desire to exchange for full or partial cash currency in a direct or two step trade. Our platform will create
synergistic opportunities for valued private clients to exchange their assets quickly, at the highest value, and without public knowledge
or unnecessary exposure.
Enter: Obsidian International Asset Trading.

The roots of the firm began to form nearly two decades ago, when the Founder and C.E.O. of Obsidian International Asset Trading, Jarrett
Preston, completed his first asset trade. Since that time, Obsidian has discreetly facilitated permanent value for value transactions for
luxury assets throughout the world in twenty-six countries. Our private client trade portfolio is represented by $1.5 billion to $2 billion
in luxury assets at any given time, which are owned by our clients who are some of the world’s most discerning individuals.
As we have met, interviewed and transacted with clients within the Obsidian portfolio, we have continually added to our best practice
strategy and overall market intelligence. We have recently discovered that as a result of challenging global economic conditions and
or simply due to adjustments in life schedules, many of our clients are seeking to exchange their luxury assets now, especially as real
estate, stock and currency markets continue to shift with uncertainty. We were asked by our clients to create advancements in our
system through our private portfolio which will allow the most serious and capable parties to exchange assets of significance more
quickly, efficiently and for even greater benefit.

Through becoming a Private Client of Obsidian International Asset Trading, you are invited to accomplish this and much more. While
we offer the most advanced asset trading platform in the world today, by the standards of many we are perhaps a bit ‘old fashioned’
with how we conduct business. We operate in person and on site with our clients around the globe. No matter where the asset is,
you will find that we are there with you. Amidst constantly changing markets, technology, and expectations, one thing has remained
constant over our near 20-years of facilitating exchanges, clients who are introduced personally and privately to an asset and to each
other, are much more likely to successfully transact. It is this very personal experience for the client through ‘one on one’ confidential
introductions, that has been the key to facilitating successful asset exchanges quickly, privately and beneficially for all involved.
Whether you own a private island, luxury yacht, winery, chalet, boutique hotel, castle, private villa, signature residence, or other asset of
significance, whether your goal is simply to monetize your asset by exchanging for another exquisite, luxury asset on a short-term basis
which can be more easily converted into cash, or if your focus is to sell or exchange your current holding in order to receive maximum
value in the least amount of time, Obsidian International Asset Trading can assist you in receiving exceptional value. I invite you to
schedule a confidential conversation with us at your convenience to discuss your goals and our capacity to meet and exceed them.
Sincerely and Respectfully,

Jarrett Preston
Founder and Managing Member
Obsidian International Asset Trading
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IT IS LIKELY THAT YOUARE
NOT VERY FAMILIAR WITH
THE CONCEPT OF ASSET
TRADING WITH A TRADE
PARTNER YOU’VEYET TO
MEET.
INCREDIBLY, HOWEVER,
YOUR PREHISTORIC
ANCESTORS WERE.

THERE IS NO OTHER
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
IN THE WORLD THAT
PROVIDES OWNERS
THE ACCESS TO
EXCEPTIONAL ASSETS
WHILE PROVIDING
A PLATFORM TO
COMPLETE DISCREET
TRANSACTIONS.

We have only one job to do. It happens to be highly demanding,
incredibly exacting and exceptionally gratifying. Our
experienced Obsidian International team facilitates the trade
of high-end assets, by successful high net worth individuals
and companies.
We engage only in the trade of significant assets by discerning,
highly successful individuals and companies. Most trades that
we facilitate involve assets valued between $5M and $100M US.
Collectively, the assets in our ‘portfolio’ at any given moment
are usually valued between $1.5 billion and $2 billion.
We are specialists, uniquely qualified to exceed the
expectations of our exceptional clients. Our sole mission is to
selectively match an asset owner with the asset or assets that
are consistent with his or her stated criteria for trade. That trade
partner may be down the street or a hemisphere away; on occasion,
it might even be our own firm.

We are also always prepared to acquire assets for, or trade
assets from, our own Obsidian-owned portfolio. When those
circumstances do arise, our clients are very pleased to be presented
with an unexpected, yet mutually beneficial opportunity.
We realize that if it were easy, anyone could do it. They can’t.
Our founder, Jarrett Preston, pioneered the concept almost two
decades ago. He and our experienced and talented team have a
proven record of success that is undeniable; Since that first trade
was completed in 1999 we have facilitated more high value asset
trades than any other company in the world.
We do not operate as traditional brokers. At Obsidian
International, we intentionally do not directly represent either
party in a trade; rather, our team of asset trading specialists
operates strictly as consultants, introducing pre-screened asset
owners to each other for the purpose of trading valuable assets that
are primarily debt-free.

We are completely prepared to do whatever it takes to
facilitate the perfect trade. That often requires that we actively
seek out and successfully find the asset or assets our client desires.
Our proprietary multi-step research process ensures that every
effort possible is made to find the perfect match should the desired
asset not be in our current stable.
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WE ARE UNIQUELY QUALIFIED TO HELP YOU TO ELIMINATE WHAT IS OFTEN AN
UNNECESSARY AND ALL-TOO-COSTLY STEP.
Most individuals or companies, interested in selling
their asset, are doing so with the intention of receiving
the cash necessary to immediately acquire an alternative
asset that better fits their current objectives. We can help
you skip that ‘turn it into currency first’ stage, likely saving
you time, money and a whole lot of hassle.

We encourage our clients to think big.
We certainly do. Aircraft. Resort properties. Land assets.
Luxury yachts. Private residences. Signature estates. Income
producing properties. Asset-based businesses. Wineries.
Stocks and bonds. Precious metals and gems - just likely not
obsidian.

Professionally executed asset trading shoots down the
myth that cash is necessary to secure your next asset.
A value for value exchange often completely eliminates the
need for currency, much to the delight of our many satisfied
clients, faced with fluctuating currency values in an unstable
worldwide market.

The better you understand what we do, the more you
will realize that operating a ‘public’ database would be
counterproductive. That approach completely compromises
privacy, wastes valuable time and is rarely successful for the
sophisticated asset owner looking to complete a complex
value for value exchange.

Almost all of our clients are looking to trade for
something different than their prehistoric ancestors.
What you would like to trade for is just that- what’d you
would like to trade for.
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THERE IS A REALLY
GOOD REASON THAT
ASSET TRADING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

You have a high-end asset that you no longer wish to
possess, for any number of reasons

In this challenging economic environment, demand for
your asset is making its potential sale price considerably
less than you had expected or find acceptable.

If you could turn your asset into cash, you would likely
use those funds to purchase an asset that better suits your
current needs or desires.
That new asset, despite what you may be thinking,
may now be well within your financial reach through a
professionally facilitated trade transaction.

The sale of your current asset could trigger a substantial
negative tax event; a trade may successfully delay that
event.

A successful asset trade can occur in a very timely manner
- unlike the pursuit of most asset sales - especially during
these challenging economic times.
Asset trading partners exist worldwide, substantially
increasing the demand for the asset that you no longer
which to possess.

Assets can be traded with one party adding cash to the
transaction, thereby increasing trade opportunities
exponentially.

Because successful asset trading, when expertly handled,
is a sophisticated process that is built upon thorough
prescreening and professional matchmaking, you will not
have to weed out the ‘tire kickers’ often prevalent in a
traditional asset sale scenario.

10. When you engage the services of a highly experienced
and uniquely skilled asset trading specialist like Obsidian
International Asset Trading, the entire transaction can and
will be stress-free.
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MAKES GREAT SENSE
IN TODAY’S UNCERTAIN
ECONOMIC TIMES.
MATTER OF FACT,
THERE ARE AT LEAST
NINE MORE.

WE NEVER FORGET THAT OUR
CLIENTS ARE AS LIMITED, AS
VALUABLE AND AS WORTHY
OF OUR ATTENTION AS THEIR
ASSETS.

At Obsidian International, we’re about expanding your
options, not limiting them. Many of our satisfied clients
were actively looking to divest their asset through a sale,
lease or trade prior to us facilitating their successful value
for value exchange. Our non-exclusive trade facilitation
agreement specifically allows for that.

We don’t have a sales team and we rarely advertise our
services. Having essentially developed and perfected the
modern art of trading value for value, our success speaks for
itself. And if that weren’t enough, we are humbled that our
many satisfied clients regularly refer our services to their
colleagues and friends.

It is all about personal attention. At Obsidian International,
we carefully pre-screen our clients, meticulously survey
their needs and expectations and expertly present the assets
that are being made available for trade. And because we
guarantee results for our clients, all parties must be qualified
and committed from the beginning of our process. You
wouldn’t have it any other way. Neither would any of our
highly experienced facilitators.

Many of our clients have additional assets that they would
consider trading. Once they understand the sophisticated
process we undertake and the results it can yield, our clients
often ask us to include additional assets within our current
‘inventory.’
Sophisticated asset trading is not a ‘numbers game;’ quite
frankly, it’s the opposite. It’s not about introducing you
to dozens of potential trade partners; it’s about finding and
facilitating the perfect trade, the one that specifically meets or
exceeds your pre- established trade criteria.

We respect your privacy. We intentionally do not offer a
public database. We never send out press releases in order
to proclaim our success to the masses. We are committed to
your privacy and that of every one of our discerning clients.
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THE MORE YOU OPEN YOUR
MIND TO THE CONCEPT
OF A SUCCESSFUL VALUE
FOR VALUE ASSET TRADE,
THE LESS LIMITED AND
THE MORE EXCITING YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES BECOME.

You have an asset you no longer need or want. It’s very
likely we have an existing client who is the perfect trade
partner or can effectively locate that perfect trade partner.

You now realize that an asset trade may enable you to
move up, down or out of the asset class. A limited number
of completed trade transactions include the asset or assets,
plus additional cash.

You acknowledge that selling your asset at the current
time, at a price you believe to be fair, is highly unlikely.
Why? Market conditions. Oversupply and limited demand.
Unbearable tax ramifications. Devalued currency. Highly
limited financing sources. The list goes on.

You become aware that some successful asset trades may
provide one of the trade partners with the opportunity to
quickly turn the asset they traded for into much needed
cash. Our consultants are experts in identifying those types of
opportunities in advance of any transaction. In this scenario,
a newly acquired asset can more easily be liquidated than the
asset originally possessed.

You recognize that identifying an array of assets you
would be pleased to trade for substantially increases
the possibility of a successful value for value exchange.
Many of our clients quickly realize that more than one type of
specific asset will meet or exceed their expectations. They are
often the ones most likely to be marveling later at the results
of their completed trade.
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What we do at Obsidian International is
50% art, 50% science and 100% relentless
effort. After nearly two decades of successfully
facilitating trades of an incredible array of diverse
assets involving trade partners on virtually every
continent, that fact remains indisputable.
Our team is as professional and as committed
to excellence as it is skilled. Every member of our
esteemed firm understands the respect that our
clients deserve and the unrelenting approach our
unique process demands.
Facilitating each of our successful trades begins
with a T.V.A., our proprietary Trade Viability
Assessment. Conducted via Skype or over the
phone, this highly detailed and thorough session
is the essential first step of our proven system for
asset trade success. The T.V.A. will specifically hone
in on the trade criteria unique to your potential
needs, just as it does for every potential client
interested in engaging our highly sought-after
services.
After the T.V.A. is completed, a determination
is made as to whether your expectations
are in line with our experiences. At Obsidian
International, we clearly recognize that neither the
client nor our trusted firm stands to benefit from
proposing trades that have a very remote chance of
being successfully completed.
Nothing is more gratifying than being
presented with challenging, yet attainable
trade expectations. At that point, we consider it a
privilege to execute the formal agreement that puts
our professional services in motion.
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WE RECOGNIZE THAT
FACILITATING A SUCCESSFUL
ASSET TRADE DEMANDS
EXACTING PRECISION AND
UNCOMPROMISING
PROFESSIONALISM.

WE ARE WELL AWARE THAT YOUR PERFECT TRADE PARTNER MAY BE ONLY A STONE’S THROW
AWAY. OR THREE TIME ZONES TO THE EAST OR WEST, FOR THAT MATTER.

Our passports never make it out of our briefcases.
We’re constantly asked, “Where is Obsidian International
located?” Although our official offices are located in
Miami, Florida and London, England, the real answer is
wherever you and your perfect trade partner are. It’s our
responsibility to facilitate a smooth transaction between
partners whose assets are located anywhere in the world.
We’re certainly prepared to go to great lengths for our
clients. And we do.

You can’t be the world’s preeminent asset trading
specialists without maintaining a network of
experienced trade associates around the world.
London. Dubai. Paris. Prague. Kiev. Los Angeles. New York.
Miami. The list goes on. Real people with real experience
generating real results.

There’s no such thing as ‘going above and beyond’ at
Obsidian International. That’s simply the way we do
business every day. We first survey our clients in-house
and through our private network. Our work,
however, doesn’t stop there. Our extensive experience and
incomparable track record make us uniquely qualified to
successfully carry out a specific and detailed search on
your behalf.

Your trade possibilities are not limited by borders or
even international currency exchange rates.
We are as likely to facilitate a trade for an exceptional
property in Minsk or a historic residence in Venice as
we are for a 50-meter yacht in the South of France or a
Global 8000. As a result, our team is prepared to travel on
a moment’s notice.
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WE DON’T THINK THAT THE ELEMENT OF SURPRISE SHOULD
PLAY ANY ROLE IN A WELL-CRAFTED ASSET TRADE.

THAT THE ELEMENT OF
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We are certainly not for everyone; we provide
services only to the discriminating asset owner
who understands the unmatched value we
provide. The personalized attention that each of our
respected clients receives directly limits the number
of clients and assets we can accept into our active
portfolio at any given time. We are totally content to
work only with those individuals and companies who
clearly recognize the unquestioned and measurable
advantage received by engaging our unique services.
At Obsidian International, we are singularly focused
on providing the complete and complex array of
those services (researching, positioning, negotiating
and completing) essential to successfully facilitating
value for value exchanges. We are most proud of the
essential role that we play, the superior results we
ascertain and the accolades we regularly receive from
our clients.

We are prepared to immediately begin working on
your behalf, once our non-exclusive consulting/
facilitating agreement is formalized. Our marketing
10 acts to represent your asset in its
team then quickly
finest light. Our research team assiduously gets on
task and our consultants rapidly begin to seek out the

Why pay today what you can put off until
tomorrow? The potential tax advantages

of a successfully completed asset trade may
include deferral of both capital gains and/or
depreciation recapture taxes.

With that said, we recognize that international
tax law can be very complex. We highly
recommend that you engage very skilled and

experienced financial and legal professionals to
advise you in order to maximize the benefits of
the exchange transaction. As you well know, any

transaction, especially one that includes millions

of dollars worth of assets, demands that type of
attention and assistance.

We can refer you to top-flight international
tax attorneys, well versed in both domestic
and international asset trades. Each is
prepared to document your transaction, manage

escrow and give complete tax advice in order to

help you to formulate the best structure for your
trade.

AT OBSIDIAN INTERNATIONAL,
WE RECOGNIZE THAT YOU’VE
WORKED TOO HARD TO GIVE
THE TAXMAN MORE THAN HIS
FAIR SHARE.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

When it comes to the opportunities that sophisticated

Our clients understand the significant amount of time

asset trading offers, the facts speak for themselves.

and resources our firm must allocate throughout the

And what they say is indisputable. Just ask our many

trade process. They also realize that our firm only works

There is rarely an advantage to waiting. The sooner

by all parties (Obsidian, your trade partner and you)

satisfied clients worldwide.

with a select group of high net worth individuals who are

as committed to transacting as we are. With commitments

you enter in to the T.V.A., an essential component of our

success is inevitable.

proprietary process, the sooner we can present you with a

We completely agree; knowledge is power. The more

formal offering and begin facilitating your trade.

you know what we do and how well we do it, the more

the concept of engaging our extraordinary services makes
sense.

IT’S GRATIFYING TO KNOW
THAT OUR EXCEPTIONAL
CLIENTS WOULDN’T TRADE
US FOR ANYTHING.
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THE W.I.S.H. LIST (What I Seek to Have)

THE W.I.S.H. LIST (W

HAT I

SEEK TO HAVE)

Below is a partial list of exceptional asset categories available worldwide:
SIGNATURE PROPERTIES

ISLANDS

MARINAS

LUXURY YACHTS

RETAIL BUSINESSES

MINES

Below is a partial list of exceptional asset categories available worldwide:

SIGNATURE PROPERTIES
PRIVATE JETS

LUXURY YACHTS
OIL WELLS

PRIVATE JETS

INCOME PROPERTIES
LAND ASSETS

ISLANDS
EXOTIC CAR COLLECTIONS

RETAIL BUSINESSES

MARINAS
HOTELS

MINES
DIAMONDS

HOTELS

RANCHES

STOCKS AND BONDS

WINERIES

WINDOIL
FARMS
WELLS

APARTMENT
BUILDINGS
LAND ASSETS

GOLDDIAMONDS

INCOME PROPERTIES

COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES

OFFICE BUILDINGS

RANCHES

WIND FARMS

EXOTIC CAR COLLECTIONS

APARTMENT BUILDINGS
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WINERIES

GOLD

Our Philanthropic Footprint
			
At Obsidian, we believe in contributing to the global

community in ways which improve the quality of life at

the most basic and essential level. This said, Obsidian has
been and will continue to be a significant donor to Ronald

McDonald House Charities (RMHC). We are extremely

proud of the life altering impact our contributions have
already made and are pleased to announce that through

Obsidian Elite and in partnership with our generous
members, we will be able to support RMHC in new
markets around the globe where the need is greatest.

“The mission of RMHC is to create, find and support
programs that directly improve the health and well-being

of children. Guiding us in our mission are our core values:
Focusing on the critical needs of children.”
Per RMHC’s website:
•
•
•

“RMHC has local Chapters in more than 63 countries
and regions around the world

At least one RMHC core program provides care for
children and their families being served at 90% of the
top children’s hospitals worldwide

Yearly, RMHC serves nearly 6 million children and
families”

For more information regarding our contribution and

commitment to RMHC, please contact the Director of
Philanthropy for Obsidian, Mrs. Veturia Preston. Veturia
can be reached at Veturia@ObsidianInternational.com.

For further information regarding RMHC and the
organization itself see: http://www.rmhc.org/about-us
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FOR CONFIDENTIAL INQUIRIES, PLEASE EMAIL CLIENTSERVICES@OBSIDIANINTERNATIONAL.COM.
WWW.OBSIDIANINTERNATIONAL.COM.
MIAMI, FLORIDA (U.S.)
+1 305 459 3967

LONDON, ENGLAND
+44 203 318 5820

